An entirely new experience!

This new generation is incomparable in musical and technical
performance to all that is out there in the market. The NEW
V2 transducers (woofers) are a dramatic advancement and a
serious transformation of the famous 7-inch Torrent. Evolved
and meticulously developed during these last 10-years at Totem, they are at the top of the world’s dynamic speaker pyramid. Torrent system remains exclusive to Totem, developed
in Canada with knowledge and pride!
Aesthetically it differentiates itself via new all black anodized Torrent woofers and black anodized exclusive decoupling system. Externally visible changes to the 7-inch Torrent woofer are a slightly larger dust cap, rerouted tinsel and
further dampening, making it less obstructive and offering
an improved mid-range control with a substantial better bass
extension.
We have applied many of the principles cultured from the
evolution of the 4-inch Torrent driver used in our TRIBE SERIES. The Metal V2 and Fire V2 now both employ a different
crossover in the tweeter section and also a different internal
bass tuning design.
The soundstage of the NEW Element Metal V2 is even
deeper than its predecessor by a ratio of almost 2:1 all due
to the aforementioned Torrent 7-inch driver refinement process that lasted nearly 5 years. The imaging is also more expansive and 3D like than before, extending much further beyond the physical location of each speaker.
The NEW Element Fire V2, when compared to its predecessor, is easier to drive and placement is more flexible.
Now it is the most life-like, full-range sounding 2-way bookshelf monitor design that will effortlessly exceed the performance of many similarly priced and more expensive towers.
This monitor can even be used for mastering recordings
thanks to its incredible accuracy across its entire frequency
response spectrum, along with colossal clarity and speed.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions: Width
			Height
			Depth

8.81” / 22.38 cm
16.6” / 42,164 cm
11.7” / 29.718 cm

Frequency Response
30 Hz - 22 kHz
Impedance
		8 ohms
Recommended Power 50 W - 250W
Sensitivity			88 dB

Dimensions:
			
			

Width
Height
Depth

11.7” / 29.8 cm
43.5” / 110,49 cm
14.9” / 37.846 cm

Frequency Response
26 Hz - 22 kHz
Impedance
		4 ohms
Recommended Power 50 W - 300W
Sensitivity			91 dB

Finshes
		

ICE		

DUSK

MAGNETIC GRILLS INCLUDED

The V2 version of both the ELEMENT Fire / ELEMENT
Metal simply draws you into the music without any
confusion whatsoever.
These will be available exclusively in the Element Series for all Totem dealers.
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